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Introduction/Background 
 
The month of March has created new prospects of peace for the population of Ituri that have not 
been seen since June 2003.1    This can be attributed to the clear messages, backed up by military 
action by the MONUC and the DRC government to the different militia groups in Ituri.  Starting 
from the 13th of March when the SRSG announced the official end of the DCR program, the entire 
political and security landscape started to register dramatic changes, for the better.  
 
The improved political and security landscape in Ituri is making way for enhanced humanitarian 
accessibility which might finally reveal the full extent of 
the disaster among the civilian population of Ituri.  
MONUC actions may signal the opening of a new 
chapter in this beleagured district.  
 
But as was expected from the onset, not everyone from 
the militia groups would get into the peace mindset, no 
matter how much they are pushed or pressured to do 
so. These are in fact the potential spoilers the entire 
process has to contend with and manage carefully in 
order to stay on course.   
 
To convince former combatants and their communities 
to renounce violence and work towards peace it is 
necessary to combine the dissuasive force of military 
action with the possibility of dialogue and co-habitation; 
or as the adage goes: “to find a balance between the 
carrot and the stick.”  This combination of dissuasion 
and encouragement, of hardware and software is 
essential to preventing any backsliding into violence 
along the way.  African Initiative Programme (AIP), 
alongside other partners in this sector,2 is working to 
compliment MONUC military ‘hardware’ with the 
‘software’ of peace-building during this important 
turning point in the history of the conflict in Ituri.   
                                                 
1 In June 2003, a Multi-national peacekeeping force, Operation Artemis, was deployed to Ituri.  The force was coordinated 
by the European Union, with a lead role played by France, with a mandate from the UNSC to “restore peace and protect 
civilians in Bunia, Ituri” While the impact of Operation Artemis has been debated, it did secure the town of Bunia and 
create the enabling conditions for the deployment of over 4800 UN peace-keepers in Ituri, and a change of their status, 
now acting under a Chapter VII mandate.  
2 While many international and national NGOS are contributing to this sector, it is worth noting some of the efforts of 
national NGOs which are often less well known.  Two examples are the organisations ACIAR which is working with 
former combatants and their communities to prevent conflicts and JUSTICE-PLUS whose program Haki Makubaliano juu ya 
hamani  (“peace agreement through justice”) is helping to aid different communities to reconcile their differences and 
transform conflicts and establish Ituri have been contributing to the re-establishment of peace; however their actions are 
oftentimes less well publicized, and they still find it difficult to raise the necessary funds to survive, let alone carry out 
activities.    

From the Field 
 
The FARDC and the TNG have also 
shown their capability to act to dissuade 
different militia leaders through military 
actions in the Ituri district, as well as the 
house arrest of four militia group leaders 
by the authorities in Kinshasa.  
 
At the same time, there are emerging 
reports indicating that some FARDC 
soldiers deployed at Kafe and Tche are 
already engaging in extortion of IDPs in 
these locations.  The credibility of the 
FARDC will depend on the TNG’s ability 
to provide for the upkeep of its military 
on the ground, at least (in the short term) 
providing them with food. The news of 
some FARDC elements loosening up their 
ethics is worrying and everything possible 
must be done to stop this before it 
negatively affects the peace process. The 
spoilers are watching and waiting for such 
opportunity to unravel the gains made. 
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Key MONUC activities for the month of March included the following:  
 
 
• In Loga3, an FNI stronghold, 12 UN armed personnel carriers, 250 Pakistani Soldiers, undertook 

an operation on 1st March. At noon, a house-to-house search was launched. The FNI 
headquarters compound was dismantled, and weapons, ammunition and documents were seized. 
In the process, 50-60 militia members were killed. 

 
• On March 13 SRSG Swing gave a 2 week ultimatum to militiamen in Ituri to disarm and be 

integrated into the national army. This ultimatum expired on March 31, in line with the 
scheduled end of the DCR programme. 

 
• On March 16, 2005, as part of ongoing” cordon and search operations” such as Djugu VI, 

MONUC seized guns & ammunitions in Zumbe. 
 
• On March 31, 2005, Col. Collot d’Escury, the chief of military of MONUC based in Kinshasa, 

issued a warning to the thousands of militiamen who continue to operate within Ituri district, “If 
you do not surrender your arms by 1 April you will be treated like armed bandits and war 
criminals and we will chase you.” Despite the deadline, however, he reaffirmed that those 
militiamen still willing to disarm after the deadline could do so, adding that “the doors will 
remain open until mid- April.”  

 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
3 Loga is 40 Km Northwest of Kafe, about the same distance northeast of Bunia. Although MONUC officially stated that 
this was not in retaliation for the killing of 9 Blue Helmets in between the Lakeshore towns of Kafe and Mbogi (65 km 
Northeast of Bunia), it was perceived as such by members of the Lendu community. (Interviews in Bunia, March 13, 2005). 

MONUC ACTIVITIES ITURI MARCH 2005 
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CONFLICT INDICATORS 
Proximate Causes 

   An existing crop of hardcore militiamen  
 
The overall trend among the militias does indicate indeed significant progress in the disarmament of 
militiamen in Ituri, particularly since mid March when the SRSG, William Swing severely warned the 
militias to join the DRC process or face tough military actions.4  However there remain hardcore 
elements in each group that will not disarm whatever the cost.  As one combatant in a transit camp 
explained, “We have participated [in the DCR], because we understood that it is our chance.  There 
are still others who haven’t understood and who refuse to give their arms.”5  The resistance of the 
hardcore elements in the ethnic Lendu/Ngiti militia groups is also derived from their belief in 
magical powers which gives them the illusion of invincibility. The  same hardened attitude amongst 
members of ethnic Hema-based militia groups can be attributed to the sentiment that some leaders 
have little to gain- on a individual level- from laying down weapons, if for nothing else than making 
themselves easy prey to arrest and prosecution. 6 
  
 Since they cannot reconstitute themselves into new entities that will be recognised as anything but 
“criminal elements”,7 the likely scenario for the post-March period will be low-level guerrilla warfare 
by the renegade elements of the Ituri armed groups engaging the MONUC and FARDC.  Alliances 
of convenience are likely between different groups as they would cease fighting each other and take 
on a “common enemy” namely the MONUC and the FARDC.   
 

 X-combatants fear for their security as they return to their communities 
 
Many ex-combatants are concerned about their security returning to their respective communities, 
after having relinquished their arms and passed through the transit site. 8 As seen in other DDR 
programs, civilian populations that were once harassed by militiamen may take revenge against 
former combatants for the atrocities committed. In March-April, there have been two reported 
incidences involving violence committed against ex combatants who have been disarmed and 
returned to their communities. 

•  On April 6, 2005 where a combatant (named Joseph Lobo) was killed at Nizi, near a transit 
site where he returned his arm. According to reports he was attacked by a group of from 
Inga- Barriere. It is reported that they may have been incited by UPC-L major Bosco 
Tanganda. 

 
• In Mahagi, during the last week of March, another ex-combatant was attacked and eventually 

lynched after returning his arms by a group of locals as well as members of another militia 
group. 

 
 
 

 Attacks directed against humanitarian workers  
 
Humanitarian workers, both national and expatriate, are facing the prospect of more direct attacks 

                                                 
4 MONUC press release, March 13th 2005 
5 Interviews AIP, Transit camps. March 2005. 
6 This sentiment is especially dominant against Rwandaphone militia leaders of the UPC.  
7 MONUC Political officer, when asked “What happens if they decide to split off and form into new groups, as we’ve seen 
in the past?” (interviews march 2005)   
8 Interviews March 2005.  In Tchomia, Kasenyi, Mahagi, Bunia transit camps.  
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against them as the Ituri militias look for other ways of maintaining panic and confusion and off 
setting the disarmament programme.  Already, during March humanitarian workers have been 
specifically targeted by armed militiamen. The latest case in point is that of the French INGO 
Solidarites whose staff, including an expatriate, were violently bullied around and beaten up by gun-
totting UPC-L militiamen near the village of Lopa, over 50 Km North of Bunia on 24th of this month.   
This is not an isolated incident as there have been others. On March 11, a death threat was made to 
a German Agro Action (AAA) staff member and their humanitarian cargo was looted at Katoto 
while they were heading to do food distribution to the IDPs at Tche, some 60 Km Northeast of 
Bunia. On March 17, a team from Atlas Logistique was attacked between Boga and Bukiringi, some 
45 Km southeast of Bunia. Their communication equipment and other personal belongings were 
taken from them. This is a region controlled by the FRPI. 9.  
 
The pro-active approach of the MONUC in Ituri is a long-awaited implementation of their Chapter 7 
mandate as recommended by AIP and other organizations since the arrival of the Ituri Brigade in August 
2003.  This pro-active approach is not without risks as it can alienate communities and provoke criticism, 
due to the inevitability of civilian casualties. Furthermore, these pro-active approaches may cause a reaction 
by militia members such as fatal attacks against expatriates working in the humanitarian sector which could 
result in the pull-out of humanitarian workers and an increase in insecurity.10 There is real concern among 
humanitarian workers in Bunia, and some agencies have started to prepare for eventual evacuation following 
an increase in tension between humanitarian workers and armed groups (cf above).  
 
In the coming months, hard-core elements of different militia groups will find themselves isolated, 
and will increase their harassment and violence against the population of Ituri and Internationals. 
Relations between humanitarian workers and the MONUC will probably worsen, as seen in other 
peace-keeping operations where necessary military action by UN forces to “enforce peace” has 
created a rift between those who “are there with a UN flag to deliver medicines” and those “with 
the same UN flag are there to shoot militiamen.”11  The forcible disarmament of militia members 
will restore security to many parts of the district; however, these actions may also result in gaps in 
humanitarian supplies which will increase insecurity in the district. (as seen following the withdrawal 
of Ugandan troops in May 2003, see AIP report: No Peace in Congo without Peace in Ituri.)  
 
 

 PEACE INDICATORS 
 

    Deployment of FARDC in the Ituri hinterland 
 
According to a high ranking official of the FARDC in Ituri, “Troops are successfully redeploying 
deeper and deeper inside Ituri. No single armed group has tried or successfully opposed our 
deployment within the district.”12    
 
As a positive consequence of this redeployment, there is a growing sense of security among the 
civilian population who feel, according to sentiments expressed by most of them, much safer with 
the FARDC troops than their own tribal militias. Even in areas where nearly everyone expected a 
showdown of force, especially in those areas falling under the UPC-L, and to some extent, PUSIC 
strongholds, nothing significant has happened against this redeployment, bringing about renewed 
hope for peace among local populations.  
 

                                                 
9 Interviews. Ituri, March 2005.  
10 As happened in April 2001 with the murder of 6 ICRC staff in Fataki.  
11 FEWER interviews Liberia, UN Humanitarian Section, February 2005.  
12 FARDC troops are stationed throughout the principal road from Kasenyi to Tchomia, (with units stationed every 150 
meters), as well as in the areas of Ache, Bogoro, Kafe.  
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Unexpectedly, the traditional opponents of government forces, the UPC, have been replaced by the 
FNI as the bitterest opponent of the reestablishment of government authority. It is FNI militiamen 
who are believed to have attacked an FARDC patrol in Kafe on March 22nd, in which a soldier was 
killed. The situation never generated into a full-out battle for control of any locality, but does 
indicate the total lack of command and control structures within the FNI to ensure control of their 
elements, as well as rogue individuals.  
 
Overall, the deployment of the government rapid intervention police force in Bunia, the return to 
Ituri of FARDC troops who had been sent to reinforce forces in North Kivu (some five months 
back), and the withdrawal of the APC from Irumu territory13 are all positive signs signifying that 
though not perfect, security sector reform in Ituri is not only beginning to take shape but also to 
bearing some fruits on the ground.          
 

    Massive joining of the DCR programme by militia groups 
 
Since the DCR process was launched in September last year, there has never been such a huge 
turn-out of members of the Ituri armed groups volunteering to disarm. The disbandment of the 
4,000-strong FAPC early this month set the stage for other groups to follow suit and encourage 
their militiamen to disarm through the DCR process. Of course the tough talk from MONUC, 
which seems to be in search of image redemption,14 has been afforded the credibility it deserves 
because of military actions that demonstrate they are prepared to forcibly deal with those who do 
not heed the call to disarm.  In March, more than 2,500 militiamen have disarmed and the influx into 
the ex-combatant transit sites is still high, bringing the total of all militiamen who have disarmed 
through the DCR process, since its launching in September last year, to over 6,500 as of March 31.15  
 
Despite the yet-to-be verified numbers, the fear among some observers is that the militiamen 
joining the DCR process might still be keeping extra-weapons at home, however the variable influx 
of the militiamen from all the armed groups and the quantity of the weapons and ammunitions they 
are handing in can constitute a grounds to believe that peace and security may return to Ituri. 
 

 Cooperative efforts at Justice 
 
Military action and the disarmament program have been complimented by the judicial apparatus with 
the arrest of those responsible for massacres and gross violations of human rights.  This has 
included the house arrest in Kinshasa of Ndjabu and two of his generals of the FNI in March and the 
arrest of Mr. Mandro Kahwa, (“Chief Kahwa”) leader of the PUSIC on Saturday, 9 April 2005 by 
judicial authorities in Bunia.   
  
These actions should be viewed in the broader context of bringing an end to the culture of 
impunity, neutralizing those who think they are above the law. The actions launched by the 
Prosecutor’s Office in Bunia constitute operations conducted by the judicial authorities, with the 
support of the U.N. peacekeepers of the Ituri Brigade who made the arrests.  
 
MONUC publicly applauded the Public Prosecutor’s Office and its actions taken against a certain 
number of armed groups in Ituri which thought they could “continue to defy, with impunity, the 

                                                 
13 Ituri has got 5 territories: Mambasa, Djugu, Mahagi, Aru, and Irumu. The former military wing of Mbusa Nyamwisi’s 
RCD-K/ML, the APC, had stayed on in Irumu territory up until early this month when they were recalled to Beni, RCD-
K/ML base allegedly for integration into the national army. However, this withdrawal of the APC from Irumu, unlike what 
would have been imagined, has made the locals uncomfortable, as they fear that the void they have left may tempt the 
Ngiti militiamen of FRPI to invade them.  
14 Especially after a lot of criticism about its aloofness in the face of more and more daring militiamen, culminating in the 
assassination of  9 Bangladeshi peacekeepers in the region Kafe, some 75 Km East of Bunia late last month.     
15 On March 13 the number of combatants was at 3,945 whereas after the ultimatum issued on March 15th, that the 
number increased to 4,325 as of April 4th.  UNDP, Bunia April 2005.  
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transitional government and the international community.”16  These arrests constitute another step 
towards the abolishment of impunity and restoration of judicial procedure, and may constitute a 
step towards the possible transfer of those accused to the International Criminal Court (ICC).17 
 
 

    Lack of violent reaction (from communities) after the arrest of Militia leaders in 
Kinshasa this month  
 This is a clear indication that the grip of the militia groups on their own communities has seriously 
weakened in such a way that they no longer have the capacity to manipulate the masses at will as 
they have done in the past. Had these arrests taken place late last year or early this year, not only 
would have the militia groups threatened actions against MONUC and the Government, they would 
have also forced their respective communities into loud and violent demonstrations in the streets of 
Bunia. After the arrest of UPC-L Thomas Lubanga, the political leadership only issued strong-
worded statements demanding his release, which is considered as a strong sign of peace as an event 
like this would have previously generated violent demonstrations in Ituri. 

 STAKEHOLDERS 
 
THE KINSHASA GOVERNMENT  
 
It is indeed encouraging to note that the provincial authorities have been increasingly marking their 
presence in Ituri, especially in March during which the Governor of province Oriental visited 
twice(totalling nearly three weeks spent in Ituri), and the chairman of the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission. Reverend Kuye Ndondo.   
 
The good intentions of the governments to restore peace and state authority to Ituri must translate, 
across the spectrum, into acts on the ground that can prove these intentions. Not only efforts being 
made and personal commitment being shown by the Governor of Province Oriental to wrestle the 
collection of state revenue from armed groups are encouraging, but even more encouraging has 
been the announcement made on March 29 by Mr. Ikabela, the chief judge of the Bunia law court 
that the government is readying to appoint and deploy some more magistrates to Ituri in order to 
strengthen the judiciary which is only emerging after years of warfare and statelessness.  
 
MONUC 
 
The SRSG William Swing announced on March 15th that any Ituri militias that did not disarm would 
be treated as “criminals”.  MONUC Forces confronted a group of “militiamen” in village in what 
they claimed was a normal operation, that had nothing to do with the attack on February 25th 
(2005)    At the same time, this was the largest offensive operation of the MONUC in Ituri, and 
according to MONUC’s own sources, this involved the killing of 50-60 “militiamen.”  Some local 
organizations have claimed that up to twenty civilians may have been killed.   Considering the state 
of Ituri’s armed groups (uncivilized militiamen and militarized civilians) it is will remain unknown 
how many were actually militiamen until the results of enquiry mission next month. 
 

                                                 
16 MONUC press release April 11. 2005. Kinshasa 
17  It should noted that the ICC is a court of last resort as the spirit of the Rome Statute allows priority for national 
courts’ jurisdiction on criminal prosecutions; if there is doubt about the national/local jurisdiction the  court can seize to 
take up the prosecution. It is foreseeable that these individuals accused of such atrocities may be transferred to the ICC 
for prosecution but only in situations whereby the national/local jurisdictions have waived/deferred their rights to 
prosecute or when there is doubt about the objectivity or fairness of the process.  There is little jurisprudence in relation 
to the coordination of national governments and International Courts, and there is a need to find a balance between 
adapting to local contexts and avoiding ad-hocism.   In addition, decisions made in Kinshasa and The Hague can seriously 
effect conflict dynamics on the ground, and need to be based on a comprehensive analysis of how these actions can 
positively contribute to the restoration of peace.     
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On March 16, 2005, as part of ongoing” cordon and search operations” (COS) such as DJUGU VI, 
MONUC seized guns & ammunitions in Zumbe. MONUC has not released the exact numbers of 
weapons seized but deemed this operation a success. Earlier in March, on March12, in the locality of 
Lidjio, an FNI controlled area located at more or less 10 Km from Loga, MONUC carried out a 
COS operation. No information filtered from MONUC military on possible casualties or weapons 
recovered; but according to a report by OCHA, not much was achieved by MONUC in this 
operation.18  
   
There had been hopes that the new UNSC resolution 1592, which came into effect on April 1st, 
would provide the necessary troops and equipment needed to enforce resolution 1565.  This was 
seen as imperative to protect local populations from armed clashes and any further damaging of the 
force’s credibility. Without an increase in troops (especially by Western states) and an increase in 
logistical support including air, water and night surveillance capabilities, the MONUC remains an 
extremely over-stretched force.  

CONCLUSION 

There is no doubt that  this month’s top event has been the official announcement of the winding up 
of the DCR programme for end of March and the influx of militiamen into transit sites and other 
arms’ collection points set up for this purpose. This is indeed an extremely promising prospect for 
peace building and community reconciliation in Ituri, which needs to be capitalized on by all 
intervening partners. Those involved in micro-projects for the reinsertion of ex-combatants, those 
in security sector reform, those in community reconciliation, those in humanitarian assistance and 
grassroots’ development programs, etc. all need to coordinate their efforts in order to build 
confidence among all concerned.  However, these initiatives require some upfront measures to be 
taken either individually by MONUC and the DRC government or jointly by both of them with a 
view to consolidate the unprecedented gains for peace that have happened in the last few weeks.  
The following can be done to this effect: 

1. The DRC government should take effective control of revenue collection at all border posts 
in Ituri, by not only appointing officials to man these posts, but also providing them with 
security and putting in place mechanisms to assure that this revenue benefit the residents of 
the district.  These revenue points have been the lifeline of different militia groups, and 
effective control will create another source of pressure to disband and disarm.  In the 
medium term, there is still an urgent need to construct a functioning administration that is 
able to manage these funds with a minimum of transparency in order to provide essential 
public services to residents of the district.    

2. The DRC government and MONUC should seal off all possible routes where arms can be 
smuggled into Ituri. MONUC troops who are being replaced in some positions near IDP 
settlements in Ituri like Kafe and Tche, as well as troops from other areas towards the 
borders.  However, effective border control will need necessary equipment to provide air 
and night surveillance.19 

3. The DRC government should ensure that the many FARDC troops and the police force in 
the process of being deployed in Ituri are adequately paid to avoid creating an official militia 
group in replacement of those that have been in existence for the last five years or so. The 
experience of excessive militarization of the Kivu provinces, South of Ituri, should be 
documented as a lesson learnt while planning deployments and assignments of law 
enforcement bodies in Ituri.  

4. In order to promote the rule of law and protect all members of the society, the DRC 
government should sensitise the masses on rule of law mechanisms.  The TNG should use 
all possible mechanisms, including prosecution, to dissuade communities from employing 
mob justice against ex-combatants that have disarmed and are wishing to reintegrate their 

                                                 
18 Interviews,. Ituri March 2005.  
19 From June to August 2003, arms supplies were substantially reduced thanks to the intelligence and surveillance 
capacities of the IEMF.  
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communities.   
     
In relation to the top news this month, it was encouraging to learn on March 30th (2005) from 
MONUC sources that the doors of the DCR progamme would remain open to those militiamen 
still willing to disarm. However, following a MONUC communiqué indicating that effective from 
April 1st, all militiamen who refuse to disarm will be treated as criminals to be hunted, it is highly 
possible that those militiamen opposed to the DCR programme are simply going to melt into their 
communities where they would continue exercising their activities. One can speculate that these 
rogue elements will take their own communities hostage and use them as human shields against 
likely MONUC strikes.  In order to minimize the risk to civilians it is imperative to increase 
communication between the MONUC/FARDC and the civilian population, and improve intelligence 
efforts of the MONUC/FARDC.  20  
  
The disarmament of Ituri armed groups is a rather encouraging development in the peace process 
and strongly contributes to inter-communitarian cohabitation. However, the real success of DDR 
efforts can only be measured with the reintegration of former combatants into civilian life and the 
willingness of communities to accept them.   
   
 
 
 List of Acronyms 
CONADER  National Commission on Demobilisation and Reintegration  
COS  Cordon and Search Operations 
DCR Disarmament and Community Reinsertion 
DCR Demobilization and Community Reinsertion (programme of UNDP)  
DRC  Democratic Republic of Congo 
FARDC Congolese Armed Forces 
FAPC Popular Armed Forces for the Congo 
FNI  Nationalist and Integrationist Front 
FRPI  Revolutionary Front for Ituri 
IDP Internally Displaced Person 
IIA Ituri Interim Administration 
MONUC United Nations Organisation Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo 
PUSIC Party for Unity and Safeguard of the Integrity of Congo 
RCD/Goma Congolese Rally for Democracy/Goma 
RCD/ML Congolese Rally for Democracy/Liberation Movement 
TNG Transitional National Government 
UNDP United Nations Development Program 
UPC Union of Congolese Patriots 
 
 
Africa Initiative Program (AIP) is a registered charity with offices in Kenya and the 
Democratic Republic of Congo. It is composed of Congolese, Kenyan, and other peace-
building activists. AIP is currently working on a two year peace-building program in Ituri 
facilitating dialogue between representatives of different communities and supporting local 
peace-building initiatives. This has included work with representatives of the Ituri 
Administration, women’s groups, and traditional leaders .Since 2003, AIP in collaboration 
with its partners has produced regular reports and briefings on conflict and peace dynamics 
in Ituri. 

                                                 
20 One possibility would be to increase communication with former ex-combatants from each group, and eventually use 
them as informants to undermine the hardliners who would use such tactics in likely engagement with MONUC and 
FARDC forces. 
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